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Georgia Southern University Athletics

Eagles Celebrate Their Seniors
Trojans No Match For Eagles
Stephanie Loudermilk
Women's Tennis
Posted: 4/14/2019 8:36:00 PM
STATESBORO, Ga - Women's Tennis was at home on Sunday to face off against the Troy Trojans. The Blue and White defeated Troy, 4-3 in a close match after
celebrating the teams seniors, Lindsay Truscott, Paige Christian, Emilia Bujan and it's alumni.
Luisa Hrda has been putting in a lot of hard work for the Eagles, winning 13 straight matches. This is the longest streak of the 2019 season for Women's Tennis. Hrda took
her match today at No. 4 singles over Celia Estevan, 6-4, 6-2. This win put Hrda at 17-2 for the 2019 season. Mila Hartig followed with her big win over Chunxi Guo, 76, 6-0 at No. 5. Paula Boixader never lost momentum, coming back to defeat Pei Ju Hsieh, 5-7, 6-0, 6-2 at No. 3. Clinching the win for the Eagles at No. 6 was Elizabeth
Goines. Goines came back after giving up the first set to her Trojan opponent, Maria Casas Blas, to win her match, 2-6, 6-3, 6-3.
The Eagles gave up the doubles point early in the match giving the Trojans the lead going into singles. The Blue and White knew what needed to be done to topple over
Troy and never gave up the fight to win, taking the match 4-3.
WHAT HEAD COACH SEAN MCCAFFREY SAID
"What a great team win for the Eagles today. We have been so close so many times this season. We kept on talking about working on the process of improving and
developing our games. The results will happen. And today we took a big step towards our goal. It's tough to come back and win a match after dropping a doubles point. I
believe our doubles can be amongst the best in the conference, we just need to have all three teams come together each day. Rebounding after a tough doubles match can
be a challenge, but we did. Troy had a good deal of momentum but we were able to cool them off a bit with Paula, Mila, Luisa and then Liz clinching.
I'm very proud of the team and the fight they showed us all today. Being able to win a match 4-3 is great. Being able to win a match after dropping the doubles point is
fantastic. Being able to do this on senior day and after losing four of the first six sets is simply amazing. "
SINGLES RESULTS

1. Mihaljevic,Matea (TROY) def. De Winter, Arianne (GSW) 6-3, 6-1
2. Pei,Tingting (TROY) def. Bujan, Emilia (GSW) 1-6, 6-1, 6-1
3. Boixader, Paula (GSW) def. Hsieh,Pei Ju (TROY) 5-7, 6-0, 6-2
4. Hrda, Luisa (GSW) def. Estevan,Celia M (TROY) 6-4, 6-2
5. Hartig, Mila (GSW) def. Guo,Chunxi (TROY) 7-6, 6-0
6. Goines, Elizabeth (GSW) def. Blas,Maria Casas (TROY) 2-6, 6-3, 6-3
DOUBLES RESULTS
1. Bujan, Emilia/De Winter, Arianne (GSW) def. Guo,Chunxi/Hsieh,Pei Ju (TROY) 6-2
2. Mihaljevic,Matea/Pei,Tingting (TROY) def. Boixader, Paula/Hrda, Luisa (GSW) 7-5
3. Blas,Maria Casas/Estevan,Celia M (TROY) def. Truscott, Lindsay/Van Diemen, C. (GSW) 6-4
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